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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, September 27, 1945
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Duties As Sheriff
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Number 13
Rotary Club Takes On
War Fund Drive Here;
County's Quota $5,000

Caldwell Farm
Bureau Approves
Dark Leaf Quotas

The Victory War Fund drive
here will be sponsored by the
Rotary Club, members of that
organization decided at their
rm
20 Percent Of Beef,
Kilgore To Explain
meeting Tuesday night. The
one Life Would Be
county's qoota is $5,000, the
Lamb
Of
Lower
Some
Referendum
Proposal
reotly Aided, Says
same as last year, Mark CunGrades To Be Given
At
Growers'
Meeting
ningham, secretary, said, and a
der
Zero Point Value
chairman will be named soon
Here October 12
Caldwell County Farm Bu(By Associated Press)
The plan for Tobacco marketto organize necessary personnel
authorized W. P. Oldham,
Washington - About 20 percent for the campaign.
ing quotas for Dark Air Cured
y, Pennyrile R. E. A.
of the beef supply and possibly
tobacco was unanimously apative and the Kentucky
-1
a
similar proportion of lamb will
proved by the board of directors
Bureau
Farm
the
v Co. that
be given zero point values unof Caldwell County Farm Burrecord to strive for a great
der a more liberal meat rationeau at its regular meeting Saton in rural electrification,
ing program to go into effect
urday, Sept. 22, W. G. Shoulders,
Bell
Southern
the
inform
to
president said. Members ofethe
Sept. 30.
members
its
that
Co.
one
board of directdrs present and
The
beef
affected
will
be
the
Club
Takes
Lead
To
in
near
the
king forward,
voting were W. G. Shoulders, Wilthree loweslogrades—canner, cutLocal Distributors Say
to a great expansion of
Start Community-Wide lis Traylor, W. K. Crawford,
ter, and utility—used principally
telephone service and
Normal Shipments Are
Urey Cook, P. M. Sells, C. K. McEffort
for canned and processed meats,
Bottom row, L to R - Cameron, Brown, Skinner, Billy Houseman, B. J. Simpson, Bill House
ed improvement in the servMembers of the Kiwanis Club, Neely, W. G. McConnell, W. P
Being
sausages, hamburger and boiling
Received
man,
Wilkerson, Fralick, Pinnegar, Kerchival, Dunn. Middle Row, Cartwright, $holar, Walker, H.
already have, W. G. Shoulat their weekTy meeting Wed- Oldham, and H. 0. Beckner.
meats.
Princeton gasoline distributors Whitsett, Williamson, Martin,
Holloway, Hogan, Standing; Mays, Walker, Deboe, B. Taylor, Page,
president, said today.
Mr. Shoulders said the issue innesday, voted unanimously to acThe
three
best
grades—
comhave
ample supplies on hand at Butler, Grey, Fraley, Blackgurn, Morgan, Nichols, Harralson, Nall, Coley, Franklin,
Shoulders said it would
Cantrell,Mgr. mercial, good and choicce—from cept a report of the club's com- volved in the referendum, which
' ult to visualize the con- present and do not anticipate
which steaks and roasts are ob- mittee, T. J. Simmons, chairman, is to be held Saturday, Oct. 20,
• a large expansion in any gas shortage here because I
tained will continue under point that the club join in sponsoring under supervision of the AAA
electrification and rural of the current strike of oil
office, is the most important
field
values substantially the same as a campaign for a new hospital
thing to the dark tobacco growservice would make workers,
here.
now.
unless the walkout beer since organization of the Easimprovement during the
Pork likewise will continue to The Kiwanis Club will seek first
comes much more general, they'
tern Dark Fired Tobacco Associaperiod, and to its poscooperation
of
the
Rotary
Club
be
rationed.
Supplies of this
said Wednesday morning.
Squad Not Dishearttion and outcome of the referen' in stimulating business
meat are far short of demand. in selecting a community-wide dum will effect not only the
Hugh Cherry, Standard Oil
ened
By
Hopkinsville
committee
to have charge of
Supplies are not expected to indistributor, said his business had
pocket book of tobacco growers,
electrification
would not
crease appreciably before the the campaign, erection of a but welfare of the entire cornbeen affected thus far and
Loss;
Butler
Stars
lights in the homes, water that he does not contemplate
hospital,
and
all
incidental
delatter
part
of
November.
any
Butler's Tigers, smarting unmuntiy.
washing machines, re- shortage of gasoline.
Turkeys will return to civilian tails up to turning the new buildHe said Congress has placed in
der their second straight defeat
tors. milking machines,
ing
and
equipment
over
to
an
market next week as a result of
W. L. Mays, distributor for
the hands of the dark tobacco
of
the
young
football
season
at
and
motors,
other
such
'
the
a decision of the government to operating body, to be selected by producers the necessary machinMidcontinent Petroleum
the hands of the Hopkinsville
t which would lead to Company's DX products, said
end an order which required the committee, it was added.
ery and financial support to ward
Tigers, 60 to 7, will go to Madiwholesome life and in- his shipments
The club's nominating com- off in the post-war period such
that all turkeys marketed in
were
coming
sonville Friday night to open
farm efficiency, he said, through regularly thus f a r,
principal producing states be set mittee, for selection of officer calamity as enveloped the dark
the season for the Maroons of
manufacture of such equip- with normal stocks on hand.
aside for the military services. and directors for Kiwanis for tobbacco growers in the early
that city, determined to make
would create employment
Rudy L. Cantrell, Gulf disOfficials said the Army had al- the coming year, made its report thirties, and that the outcome is
the going as tough as possible
stimulate retail business.
tributor, said his company has
ready obtained the bulk of its as follows: For president, Dr. C. up to the farmers themselves.
for this foe.
said the 1940 census shows a 30-day district supply on hand
Mr Shoulders said all growers
Christmas and Thanksgiving din- H. Jaggers; for vice president,
Coach Leo Walker said Hop16 percent of rural homes and that he hopes the strike will
ner requirement and that ad- Howard McConnell; for treasur- should have clear understanding
kinsville had far too much for
city had telephone serv- end before this is expended or
ditional needs will be met in the er, John Morgan; for director of all problems involved and this
Lucy Thompson
(seven to be elected): N. B. Cam- opportunity is being provided
that is it doubtful if depleted.
open market.
Hopkinsville "B" Team
Chosen by members of the
county is any better
K. R. Cummins, Texaco DisThis year's turkey crop is es- eron, Dr. W. L. Cash, K. R. through a meeting Friday afterTiger squad, Lucy Thompson, timated to be of record
Caldwell, noon, Oct. 12, at 1:30 o'clock, at
tributor, said his supplies of .egTo Play Here Oct. 8
propor- Cummins, Lowery
George Eldred, J. B. Lester, Joe which time Ben Kilgore, assistant
' er the telephone corn- ular
Hopkinsville's "B" team will daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. G. tions.
gasoline
were
coming
of the Eastern Fire
sot rural people can be through in normal volume but
play Butler High's "B" team Thompson, a senior at Butler
The decision to take the three McMican, Tom McConnell, G. M. manager
High, is Football Queen for this
Cured Tobacco Cooperative Asof such service, it was that, due to the strike, anticipathere next Thursday night, at
lowest grades of beef off ration- Pedley, Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, Walseason. She was crowned in
sociati., will speak.
out.
7:30 o'clock, it was announced
ing was disclosed by Secretary ter Towery and John Ed Young.
ed shipments of high test gas
pre-game ceremonies September
Mr. Shoulders urges all Dark
. Shoulders said the Farm have not arrived.
Tuesday by Coach Leo F. Walof Agriculture Anderson at In14, before the largest, opening
Air Cured and Fire Cured tobacu is ready to cooperate in
ker.
dianapolis last night.
Thus far the oil workers'strike
County School Band
game crowd here in years.
co growers to attend the meeting
movements for larger and has affected only large cities in
It was learned today that food
and invites business and proYear
Reorganizes
For
his green squad and their 30services in rural electri- the North and East, local disofficials
are
discussing
the posfessional men. He said outcome
Welfare Workers Of
The
Caldwell
County
Band
has
plus
advantage,
weight
pound
and rural telephones, tributors said, with the worst
sibility of placing lower grades
reorganized, with Mrs. Homer of the referendum will have a
experience and a more numer- Four Districts Will
Edsel Nall
will urge evidence of sin- situation in Detroit and Chicago.
of lamb on zero rationing basis
Purdy as instrcutor, and mem- direct bearing on business of
set.
the
worst
also.
Patllympathetic interest on Unless the Strike spreads to
eet Here October 10
Edsel Nall, 17, left tackle ous squad,- welled
bers are practicing three days a the community.
part of the R.E.A Coopera- transportation and pipe line fa- and Captain of the 1945 But- feat Butler has absorbed in
A meeting for field workers of
week at Cobb and two days each
Kentucky Utility Company, cilities, no gasoline shortage is ler Tigers, is playing his third some time.
Districts, 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the
week at Fredonia, approximateButler,
Jimmie
said
"Chick"
Southern Bell Telephone anticipated in this section, an year on the team. He is an outDivision of Public Assistance of
ly 45 boys and girls being enfullback
end
to
from
Telegraph Company.
the Department of Welfare will
Associated Press Dispatch of standing linesman and is the switched
rolled. The band also practices
was be held here October 10, it has
Tigers' best prospect for an for the Hopkinsville game,
Tuesday stated.
each Saturday at the George
the
on
carrier
ball
best
"the
been
announced
by
Director
All-Conference berth this year.
Coon Library here. New unifield" against the Hoppers, and Helen Beauchamp. Miss Evelyn
Last Rites For Eastside forms have been ordered. Mrs. Eastside Project To be
Work On Clubhouse
turned
in
also
end,
Coley,
at
that
McKay, New York, director of
'13 Negro Boy Scouts
Teacher Held Sunday Purdy is also in charge of the Resumed With Federal
a stellar performance. Butler social research for the AmeriTo Start This Week
music instruction at both FrePromotions
Awarded
scored the locals' lone touchdown can Foundation for the Blind,
Afternoon
Work will start this week on
Support
donia and Cobb High schools.
Thirteen Boy Scouts, members against third string opponents in will speak on Blindness, Roy
Funeral services for Thelma
the addition to the clubhouse at
School's lunchroom
Eastside
New Fire Hydrants the Princeton Golf and Country of Princeton's first Negro troop, the last quarter and passed to Stevens, district supervisor, has
Wood Heroin, who died sudden- Father Of Presbyterian
will resume operation again
point.
extra
dded For Varmint
Club, Grayson Harrelson, presi- No. 75, chartered last year, won Franklin for the
been informed. Mr. Stevens said ly at the home of her parents,
Monday, Oct. 1, it was anHopkinsville showed a strong, that approximately 50 people will
Minister Succumbs
dent, said Tuesday. The new promotion from Tenderfoot to
race Residents
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Harvill, EdRev. and Mrs. Donal Wil- nounced Wednesday by Mrs.
building will be located about
tough and versatile squad that be represented from 25 eounties
dyville Road, Friday afternoon,
pletion of an extension of
rank at a board
moth were called to Cookvillee, Charles Curry, supervisor.
midway on the club's property Second Class
will be among the State's fore- included in these districts. Simter main on Varmint Trace
were held at the tome Sunday Tenn., Tuesday morning by the
Allotment for this project
First
the
held
at
review
of
Hoppers
The
Eddyville
Road
and
season.
facing the
most this
ilar meetings will be held afternoon with the Rev. D. D.
City limit was reported at
from the U. S. Departcomes
father,
Mr.
Wilmoth's
air
death
of
Thursday scored three times via the
is due to be completed in 60 Methodist
Church
throughout the state during the Dugan, Ashland, officiating, asof
Y's City Council session, days, weather being favorable,
Luther J. Wilmoth, which oc- ment of Agriculture, instead
award- and six touchdowns by running month.
will
be
They
last.
night,
sisted by the Rev. Charles P. curred at his home in Cookeville the War Food Program, as last
by Councilmen Black- Mr. Harrelson said.
downs,
first
led
in
Butler
plays.
Curry said. Cost of
ed their new rank and badges at
Brooks.
Hammonds, Lacey, MorMonday night. Rev. A. D. Smith year, Mrs.
six to four, "because nearly evBorn Feb. 10, 1912, in Cald- will fill the pulpit at the Central the lunch is 10 cents. About 6
Mayor Cash presiding.
a court of honor to be held Sun- ery time Hopkinsville got the Out Of Town Visitors
cents of the cost of the food is
well county, Miss Harvill w a s
new fire hydrants have R. M. Oliver To Sell
day' night, Oct. 7, at 7:45 o'clock. ball, they went for a touchdown," For Harvill Funeral
Church Sunday
Presbyterian
Butler High
paid by the government.
from
graduated
installed and residential Philco Products Here
Out-of-town people attending
morning and Mrs. Carrie Morgan
Scoutmaster James C. Hunter coach Walker said.
During the last school year,
NorAustin
Peay
1930,
School
in
R. M. Oliver, formerly operaconnections will be made
Little is known here of the the funeral of Miss Thelma Har- mal School in 1933, and received Hodges will have charge of the 250 to 337 lunches were served
Members of the
log the main as soon as tor of the DX service station here announced.
review were R. S. Greg- strength of the Madisonville vill here Sunday were Mrs. E. her B. S. degree from W. S. T. C., night service. The Wilmoths ex- daily, approximately 150 to 180
fittings arrive, an official but more recently a war plant board of
H. Thompson, Mrs. Della B. Conpect to return here Tuesday.
of which were free to underHorn and W. D. Arm- squad but, despite injuries to
C.
A.
ory,
in 1936. She
•Cast of the extension ap- worker at Des Plains, Ill., will
quest, and George Coleman, Cen- Bowling Green,
and
backs,
Morgan,
and
Franklin
promoted
privileged children.
to
be
Scouts
been a member of the First
had
ted $2,500, it was said.
be city salesman for Philco elec- strong.
Mrs. W. B. Davis and three
Hunter, Enoch Hun- Nall, Gray and B. Whitsett, line- terville, Tenn., Major and Mrs. Christian Church since 1923. For Son Born To Lieut. And
Edward
are:
the
by
appliances,
handled
G. Marquess has begun tric
. Crittenden Lowry
helpers will have charge of the
Coach Walker expects a Halbert H. Harvill, Mrs. Stella the last 9 years she had been a
EdRobert
men,
Townsend,
Bross
ter,
anas night policeman and Mitchell Implement Co., he
Harvill Hite, Miss Jenning klarFirst Lieut. and Mrs. Critten- lunchroom, with Mrs. Charles
wards, Javell Crowe, Gene Ba- much closer score Friday night
Oliver was named extra nounced this week.
vill, and Mrs. and Mrs. Gus J. member of the Eastside School Lowry are parents of a eon, Curry and Miss Ellouise Jones
or
Murray
either
against
Dolley,
than
Gene
Harris,
James
ker,
White, Nashville, Tenn.; Mr and faculty.
State Board of Health
Duane Hamilton, born September
supervisors.
Earl Tinsley, Charles Tinsley, Hopkinsville, "and we might win Mrs.
Survivors are her parents; a 14, at Lying-In Hospital, Phila- as
of City water showed Pfc Barney Linton Goes
Milton
Brown
and
Milton
said.
Clark, Dixie Copeland it", he
Davis
McConnell;
a
Eufala
Mrs.
sister,
from pollution, accord- To Army Hospital
delphia, Pa. Lieutenant Lowry,
Jr., Paducah; Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Merle Drain, manager of the
The Whitsett twins,, veterans
Harmon Gray.
brother, Alton M. Harvill, Jr., a son of Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Low- Princeton J. C. Penny Company
report read at the meetP. F. C. Barney Linton left and
Butler's line, have volunteered W. Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Al- and two nephews, Billy and Jimin
ry, Hopkinsville Road, is in the store, 1,s in Evansvinille attending
Friday to report to Miami Confred Carneal, Dawson Springs;
for service in the Navy and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Taylor, Spring- my McConnell.
surgery department of Glennan a district managers' meeting. He
valescent Hospital, Miami Beach, Piton Physician Will
in
break
must
Walker
Coach
Towery, General Hospital,
Walter
Mesdames
Okmulgee, is expected to return home FriJonathan Rigdon, Louis- Fla., after a 45-day leave here
field, Tenn., Miss Vye Smith,
Get Discharge Soon
two new guards immediately. He
Charles Gaddie and Frank Wylie, Okla.
Vent this week with Mrs. with his parents Dr. and Mrs. F.
Cincinatf,
0.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Luday night.
•
said Gray may be switched to a
Wood
and
Frank
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Wood and Mr. Wood . T. Linton.
cial Cluck and Mr. and Mts.
guard spot and Harralson may
by
accompanied
Lisanby,
Gordon
Lawrence
Doss
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
get the call for the other place
Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers, pianist,
Clarence Doss, of this county.
in the line. Butler apparently is
provided funeral music.
a backfield fixture from now on,
Pallbearers were Allan Hubdue to his fine showing against I. C. Public Relations
bard, C. A. Horn, Dugan McConthe First Methodist Church,
the Hopkinsville Tigers.
nell, John Mahan, John Ed
Director, Three Other
Hartford, after a successful minThe Butler squad, cheerleaders
.Young and Gus J. White, Nashistry of 3 years there, in which
and fans will leave from the Officials Visit P'ton
ville, Tenn.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Four officials of the Illinois
he received 189 new members
school campus at 6:15 o'clock FriFloral tributes were arranged
Central
Railroad,
including
Washington, September 26, 1945
into
the church. The new pastor
City
day night and those who will
Princeton
teachers
of
George W. Crowson, assistant to by
Served the Kerr Memorial
also
take players in their cars are
Schools.
the president, Chicago, were visMeth'odist Church of Bowling
to contact Coach Walker
asked
Hill
in
Cedar
Interment
was
THE NEWSPAPERS OF THE NATION:
itors here Wednesday. Other
Green, several years and while
or Supt. C. A. Horn in advance.
Cemetery.
members of the party included
there his Sunday sermons were
National Newspaper Week, October 1-8, has a deeper sigHarry W. Williams, general trefbroadcast over the Bowling
ance in this year of victory than through the war years
Mrs. Mary Mason Much
fie agent, Louisville; T. K. Wil- Cannery To Operate
Green radio station.
w happily ended,
Improved After Operation
liams, superintendent, Paducah, On Reduced Schedule
The new minister received his
The condition of Mrs. Mary
la this hour of exultation we should dedicate ourselves
and A. T. Zeigler, commercial
education at Western Teachers
Due to opening of the lunchMason, Eddyville, who under.1e.the
____
College, Bowling Green, t h e
room at Eastside School, the canwent a major oeration last agent, Owensisro.
om of the press.
Commenting on the value of nery will operate only Saturdays
Chandler School of Theology, at
Monday at Riverside Hospital,
Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.,
Paducah, is reported to be much newspaper advertising, Mr,Crow- and afternoons, by -appointment,
It is with a semis ot genuine pride that I can emphasize
Capt. Ralph Cases
and The American College of
improved. She will return this son said that the I. C. System it was announced Wednesday by
ail American editors and publishers and bring to the atCapt. Ralph Cash was among
Bible, Wilmington, Delaware.
week-end to the home of her has recognized that institutional Mrs. Percy Pruett, supervisor.
• fl of
15 Army Doctors who were
Americans everywhere one singular triumph of
Mrs. McGee's home was in
Mrs. E. L. McLin, Wash- advertising is the heart of the Persons desiring to use the canmother,
theaEuropean
war experience. That is that the American free press
flown from the
to recuperate. road's public relations program. nery for their fall canning are
street,
Glasgow,
and she is the niece of
ington
discharge
ough the stress of the most horrible of all wars withstood
ter to New York for
asked to call Mrs. Pruett, 699, or
the late Judge Basil Richardson,
Mrs. McLin will accompany her
last weekend, according to a
versive and open attack and operated under a voluntary
Little
Girl
Recovering
Mrs. John Loftus, Jr., 199.
home.
of the eKntucky Court of Ape of
/medal Associated Press dispatch
rom Polio ttack
censorship.
peals. She taught in the Glasgow
is
Cash
Captain
Leader.
the
to
Betty Lou, 4, daughter of Capt. Wins At State Fair
J. Lester McGee
Butler, USNR,
G.
Robert.
High School 7 years. The McOurs then is the
days
where
grave
Calif.,
the
Peal,
face
Camp
we
now at
plain duty, as
and Mrs. Ralph Cash, is reportRachel's Genius, 4-month-old
Two large congregations wel- Gee's have no children.
ad, to work without ceasing to make a free press the
n Occupation Force
he expects to receive his dis- I Robert G. Butler, 19, seaman, ed to be almost recuperated filly, chestnut saddle, owned by
comed their new minister, the
The local minister in addition
torch of world peace.
charge soon. Be has seen more
forfirst class, USNR, son of Mr. and from a slight case of poliomylit1s Mrs. M. H. Galloway, the
McGee, last Sun- to his pastoral duties here holds
Lester
Rev.
J.
than 3 years service on both S.
of
now
,alythe,
dismissed
from
a
been
Rachel
mer
Mrs. Dewey Butler, Cobb, Route She has
the office of conference secrePacific and German battlewon first place in a day at Ogden Memorial Metho(signed) Harry Truman,
2, recently steamed into Tokyo San rrancisco Hospital, where Louisville,
hosfield
large
in
and
fronts
Fair in dist Church. Rev. Mr. McGee tary of evangelism of the Liu*
State
last
the
patient
the
at
been
a
$100
stake
she
had
America
to
Colorado
of
U38
States
the
iboard
President, United
came to the local church from ville Conference.
kali. His last service was in Bay
Louisville.
support the occupation of Japan. three weeks.
Mitchell Chit, in the
Army since March 1943, received his honorable dlscharge last week at Camp
Atterbury, Ind., and has
resumed his duties as Sheriff. Mr. Clift saw service in
the invasion of Normandy,
through France and into
Germany with the victorious American Army.

Kiwanians Vote
For Hospital Drive

Gas Shortage Not
Threatened Here

Tigers Play Next
At Madisonville
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Thelma Harvill
Dies Suddenly

End Water
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School Lunchroom
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Large Congregations Welcome
New:Methodist Minister Here
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Community Cooperation Is Needed
Now On Hospital Plan
health and a good place
This week members of the Kiwanis
Club will hear a report from a special committee named some weeks ago by President Henry Sevison to investigate the
community hospital problem, as it affects
Princeton and make recommendations
concerning how the need may best be
filled.
The Leader is not presently advised
what the recommendations of this cammittee will be, or even whether they will
call for action now as regards a financial
campaign to get funds for a hospital.
It is however pertinent to note here
be a
that Princeton cannot hope to
live
to
which
in
place
happy
and
healthy
unless it provides for its people and the
residents of the county, modern hospital
facilities.
We think it goes without saying that
we can expect no young doctors to locate
here unless there is a hospital; and thl#0.
is fatal to the welfare of the community;

final stages of this event are
reached, the best golfers will be
matching strokes. There isn't a
chance that a once-a-week player can score in this kind of a
tournament.

..10111111116-

for without
get well from illness, no community
prosper.
There are several young doctors
tive to Princeton who might possibly be
but
enticed back here to live and work;
hospital.
not unless we have a good
We have very few robust physicians
two
in practice here, and of these, only
a
beyond
cy
have normal life expectan
es
constitut
This
years.
few
comparatively
a situation well nigh desperate.
Whatever the Kiwanis decision, it will
e
leave the way open for community-wid
do
action, with Kiwanians pledged to
a
their full part in any move to remedy
.
Princeton
in
lack
grave
It is high time we put all petty prejudices behind us and realize that this is
our biggest problem . . . the satisfactory
and permanent solution of which is of
first importance to us all.

Discovered that Merle Drain,
among other things, is "pro" at
the Princeton Country Club.
Merle guaranteed to get an old

Is Republican leadership in Congress
going to be as inept as the general trend
of Republican speeches on aid to Great
Britain as President Truman's message
suggests? If it is to write a better platform for its 1948 Presidential nominee
than the ones which handicapped Landon, Willkie, and Dewey, it will have to.
It would only be fair to recognize that
the Congressional Republicans face a
difficult problem. They are constantly
tempted to block the President by joining with one wing of the Democrats.
They have been under two pressures to
do this—their national agreement with
conservative Southern Democrats, and the
feeling that an opposition's role is to oppose. But often they have not presented
a clear-cut alternative program and have
seemed to be following the Southerners
rather than leading them. Thus more
than once they have alienated Negro or
labor votes without gaining any long
range national objective of their party.
At times, too, a habit of opposition has
tricked Republicans into a more isolationist stand than their Presidential candidates or a majority of Republican voters
would support. This was true on LendLease and conscription in 1941. In the
present situation the isolationists in Republican ranks are making so much noise
tine the same effect may be repented.
The country may not be enthusiastic
about aiding Britain, but it surely cannot
be enthusiastic about a hateful attitude
toward her.
There is both moral blindness and political short-sightedness in the kind of
thing the Republicans are saying. Take
the remark that Britain did not consult
the United States whey she declared war.

way: A five cent item sold for six cents
carries a 20 percent overcharge.
Someone probably will wonder about
this point: How about the items sold below ceiling? Don't they balance the overceiling sales? The answer is definitely no.
The cost of living is based on actual sell., not on ceiling prices. If all
ing prices
prices were brought down to legal ceilings
we could cut our national food bill by
about 4 percent and the overall cost of living by perhaps 1 1-2 percent. Reduction
by that amount would go a long way toward offsetting the downward trend of
wages and income during the reconversion period.
Those overceiling pennies are dangerous pennies. They're really booby traps,
set to blow our price structure sky high.
They also effect the retailer's good will.
A recent survey showed that 65 percent
of American housewives think food prices have gone up since last sumMer, when
in reality they are slightly lower than
they were then. This feeling of the housewives is largely the result of poor posting of ceiling prices by the merchant. If
the merchant wants to retain the good
will of his customers he should post his
ceiling price list where his customers can
read it easily. The buyer should direfully check prices and call the merchant's
attention to all over-ceiling sales ... and if
they are not corrected promptly report
him to the price clerk of the local War
Price and Rationing Board.
OPA is putting forth every effort to
see that the retailer does not have to pay
over-ceiling prices for the goods he buys.
It is his duty to sell his customers at no
higher than legal ceiling prices. Let's all
do our share in holding the line on prices.
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Pennyrile Postscripts
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ratliff
are in Manito Springs, Colo . . .
and for the first time in 100
years, the old Ratliff home on
S. Jefferson street, one of Princeton's most attractive landmarks,
is entirely bereft of human occupancy, Dick Ratliff said this
week.

been a California publisher the

By G. M. P. last 12 years.

tor of the Riverside Hospital that
a third such institution in Paducah would not over-crowd the
field, and that Baptist hospitals
are operated strictly as business
institutions, without regard to re-

Johnny Graham, commenting
upon his new contract to serve
here as county agent another
3 years, said he reckoned maybe
after he celebrates his 21st anniversary in this job, October 13,
some of the folks hereabouts may
begin to consider him an old
residenter . . .instead of a dern
furriner!

Bluegrass
Sayres,
Warner
friend who dropped in one day
recently, told me Luther Sigler
is the hardest candidate to loate he has had experience with
in some time. Warner wanted
ligious affiliation.
to sell Luther something for the
fire department. He said there
1111
departments in
Los Angeles, Calif. are only 28 fire
From
Kentucky with full-time, paid
comes the news that John J.
Berry, 70, Redondo Beach pub- personnel.
lisher and former publisher of
Some who have been playing
the Paducah News Democrat,
died there recently. Mr. Berry in the Country Club's championalso owned and published the ship tournament caused minor
g
Uniontown (Ky.) Telegram at ripples of surprise by eliminatin
one time, prior to 1923. He had seasoned golfers; but when the
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Building?
Repairing?
Use fire-proof, economical, machine-mad
concrete blocks. Visit our plant-Cadiz Roa
opposite K. U. power Plant.
Phone 498-.1 or 581

Kentucky
Di-Products
Princeton, Kentucky

Tommy Bishop, in Owensboro
for the horse show, was a very
interested spectator, not a performer. Tommy said he didn't
think they had as many good
horses at Owensboro as showed
here . . .but it sure was a long
way from the fairgrounds to the
restaurant where he ate.
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And, out in Waco, Texas, they
give a rodeo in the football stadium of Baylor University every
summer . . . highly successful it
is too.

That comes close to saying that America
should have had no part in stopping
Hitlerism and that her soldiers died for
nothing.
Even as a matter of political strategy
we do not see how Congressional Republicans can win if they take an isolationist
position on this issue. They are more likely to split their own party than to win the
Southern Democrats.
On domestic issues they have a better
opportunity. Tax reduction is likely to be
popular. It will also be commendable if
responsibility is proposed and predicated
on specific economies. Some discriminating
criticism and resistance to the tremendous
program of Federal control and Federal
spending put forward by the President
would be a real service to the Nation.
But here, too, Republicans are likely to
fail again unless they recognize that the
people will require the Government to
take a more active roll in fostering a high
level of employment and producton. The
combined experiences of depression and
war prosperity have wrought a basic
change in American thought on that
question.
It is true that New Deal spending did
not solve the unemployment problem and
that debt increases at the rate which war
jobs cannot be continued. But the Republicans will win few voths by citing those
facts unless they also produce a responsible and progressive program as an alternative to that outlined in Mr. Truman's
message. The country is asking, Where
to? The Repubacan leaders in Congress
will have to produce something better in
the way of guideposts than they have so
far advanced.—Christian Science Monitor.
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It Could Happen Here
real and very great. Let's look at it this
From Radio Talk Prepared by L. A.
Cassidy, OPA District Information Executive.
The waves of unchecked inflation
sweeping the conquered and liberated nations gives us ample warning that it could
happen here. A stupendous military victory lies behind us but the battle against
uncontrolled inflation lies ahead.
To bring this fight against higher
prices and inflation down from theory to
practice....from millions of dollars to pennies....a campaign is now under way to
hold a line on food prices. The official title
of the campaign is the Grocer-Consumer
Anti-Inflation Campaign.
The emphasis is being placed on food
prices at this tin* because about 40 per
cent of the income of the average family
is spent for food, and it is so easy for inflation to creep in a penny or two here
and there, either through careless buying by customers or a disregard of ceiling
prices by some merchants.
Not all over-ceiling sales are intentional; some occur throut the errors of inexperienced help, but when goods are
sold above ceiling the cost of living rises
whether the overcharge is made intentonally or through error.
A recent nationwide check revealed
that in some cities the percentage of overceiling items was as low as one and two
percent, while in other cties it was as
high as 26 to 35 percent. Most of these
overcharges are small ones - - a penny
here, two cents there, five cents another
place. They seem comparatively unimportant in themselves, but when you realize that these pennies are adding about
a billion dollars a year to our national
food bill their importance becomes very

golf club repaired for r•
likely will show a good

Howard McGough, here on a
visit prior to an expected discharge on points from the Navy,
said he bought a carton of cigarets on the ship coming home
for 50 cents. No wonder we rolled our own for a time during
the late world wide unpleasantness.

icar
to
ome
ear
Incorpora

Ilia
Watching his mother pack Larry's things to go to KMI, Jackie,
somewhat dubious about the matter, asked: Honey, what in the
the world is Larry gonna do with
two pairs of white gloves?
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Several weeks ago, when news
items appeared in daily papers
about Baptists in Central Kentucky planning a $1,000,000 hospital at Lexington, this reporter
suggested to a member of the
Princeton Hospital Board, who
is a Baptist, that possibly we
might get the Baptist Hospital
Board to consider establishing a
hospital here, for Western Kentucky. The suggestion fell upon
deaf ears.
Now appears in Henry Ward's
column, in the Paducah SunDemocrat, the statement that
"prospects appear to be increasing that a campaign for buildings
Baptist hospital in Paducah will
be launched." It has been thoroughly demonstrated that hospitals operated by experienced,
organized personnel under competent direction and responsible
to some recognized authority
provide the best service.
Since the Baptists dominate
this community by virtue of having an overwhelming superiority
in numbers, it is logical that any
hospital here must have the active support of members of that
faith. It also appeLrs highly probable that a hospital operated under Baptist contthl would. have
by odds the best chance for patronage and community-wide support. Perhaps it is not too late
for a move in this direction.
Dr. Louis Bristow, superindent of the Southern Baptist Hospital, at New Orleans, La., and
executive secretary of the hospital board of the Southern Baptist Convention, visited Paducah
last week, giving impetus, Mr.
Ward says, to the movement for
a Baptist hospital there. The
cause was further aided by a
statement from the adaninistra-

Co
• Main St

it's football or
WHETHER
business, Americans expect
fair play all down the line. In football,the referee is there to see that
the game is played according to
the rules. But he's not supposed
to run with the ball. In business,
the referee is the government,
which establishes regulations for
fair practices.
But when government goes into
business and competes with its
own citizens, the American tradition of fair play is set aside. The
referee then becomes a player,and
he enjoys advantages that are
denied to ail the other-players in
the game.
Government-owned electric
power asthma,such ea TVA, pay

little or no taxes. When they need
money,they get it at little or no
interest from the U. S. Treasury.
If they have losses, you, as a taxpayer, will take care of that.
Business-managed power eyetoms, on the other hand, do not
have these special privileges.They
pay their full share of taxes, pay
fair interest on any loans.
Not only has TVA escaped paying its share of wartime federal
taxes but, under present regulations, it will not contribute anything in taxes toward reduction
of the 300-billion-dollar national
debt regardless of how much it
takes in. No wonder TVA officials
are so fearful over the possibility
of having their books examined

by the Director of the liudgot an
of Congress regaining control
its free-spending activities.
Despite this unfair corn petiti
with its hidden subsidies, busi
ness-managed utilities contin
to supply 80 per cent of all t
electric power. It is a tribute
the unbeatable combination
skilled employes and busin
management that every dernan
of the wartime period was ro

• 154-Act
nice ma
tillo 63,

without fail.
That record is your assuran
of an ample supply of lowdependable power to bring yo
greater comfort and convenien
in the electric living of the Post
war world.
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the answer, but only part answer. The other factor is the inintense sunlight that occurs parBy John S. Gardner, Kentucky ticularly in the southern states,
of which Kentucky is one. The
College of Agriculture and
pollen is "blasted" or killed and
Horne Economics
pods fail to set. As this is a
Graham
F.
J.
By
Many gardeners have com- "southern trouble," the southern
plained of tomatoes rotting at regional experiment stations haVe
calves,
plans of marketing
leaflet pub
the end away from the stem, combined their efforts to breed
recent
a
en in College of Agricul
that suit southand of bean blossoms failing to special varieties
by the
ern weather better, and a most
Economics, are
Home
make pods. As this was observed promising new one, Logan, has
and
study of beef
f careful
happening during dry spells, been developed. In upward of 15
ce vs.
the weather was blamed, but tests, widely scattered throughcalves
1,—CreeP-feed the
n
out Kentucky this year,the Logan
that was not all the cause.
they are old
outyielded all other
the time
they
trouble was ob- variety has
The
tomato
untol
grain
sorts, and the hotter the weather,
h to eat
and
weight
occurring
more
generally
served
the greater the contrast. Logan
baby -beef
700 and 800
on hillsides facing the south or is one for the book; many seedat between
under
Calves handled
west or where the land had a men will carry it next year.
from faidly
There may have been other
•, should be
to bake. For such land,
tendency
COWS, and sold
troubles that should have been
a
or
manure
humus,
stable
more
satisfactory
they reach
cover crop is needed to hold reviewed, but these are the main
plan is
:aid finish. Ttis
moisture from one rain to the ones, and they may be remedied
"Kentucky
Jar to the
next. Another remedy is spray- if they are kept in mind when
that
except
dc-alt plan"
ing with copper to hold the next season starts.
milk are reA final word about cover
train and less
to shade the ground
leaves
art Kencrops. The only remaining possi• in this than
from
moisture
and
keep
-calf plan.
wheat or rye, and par• cow -and
evaporating. Also, if sloping land bility is
2—Creep-feed the calves
Last sowing
northern or eastern ticularly balbo rye.
is
used,
I's
weanbefore
weeks
a
directly after frost
t least 6
slopes are better, as the sun hits may be made
after
grain
ADM. HALSEY RIDES WHITE HORSE IN TOKYO— Adm. William F. Halsey satisfies his de- them less directly, and moisture on next year's warm-crop garden
and full-feed
calves reach sire to ride Emporor Hirohito's white horse
breaking unin Tokyo as he rides a white horse produced by
g until the
is less. Another that does not need
and finish at correspondents when it became evident that the Emporor's private mount would be unavail- evaporation
til April.
et weight
deeper
placebe
would
remedy
At weaning able. Standing by on the grounds of the Meiji Shrine in Tokyo is Maj. William C. Chase, ComWith this word, this column
to 900pounds.
ment of fertilizer, by cutting it
to revive again when
ends,
is a good plan to take the mander of the U. S. First Cavalry Division. (AP Wirephoto.)
it
plowing
in with disk or
leave
•
gardens are put in. Al1946's
from the calves and
a hoe
which
Saturday afternoon in which he under. Chopping in with
though the pressing need for
calves in the field to
to
close
too
fertilzer
leaves
the
Cracked
suffered a broken left arm about
Victory gardening may have pasare accustomed.
for
half-way between the wrist and the top, and shallow root systems sed, it always will be good sense
alone is a good feed
when
suffer
to
developed
are
elbow. The accident happened
to have a good garden.
having plenty of highNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
poor who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost when the little fellow fell from the surface soil becomes dry.
'ty pasture forage. On
The bean trouble is common
the feed 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- a bench. He was attended by Dr.
,e or in drylot
to many varieties, and it happens
corn-and-cob A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader W.
of
parts
7
be
J.
Cash
Moore.
and
L.
M.
d
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
worst on the most desirable
1 part shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
or cracked corn and
ones. All beans need moisture
together
supplement,
-I
July
24,
Ky.
1923.
trip,
Princeton,
being
accorded
receptions
rotein
humus might be
rouhgage.
Mrs. Charles Curry returned her by each of the Chapters Everybody Reads The Leader to pod out, and
'a satisfactory
after
weeks
3
or
3.—Two
Friday from several points in visited.
as are taken from the cal- the Western section of the State,
from
separate the heifers
where she visited and inspected
Princeton, Ky. July 27, 1923.
steers, and finish the heifers Eastern Star Chapters. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Smith Stinebaugh
(Clip and keep handy for
full feed of grain until Curry is Deputy Grand Matron and little son, spent Sunday
daily reference and shopping
for market at 700 or 800 for District No. 4. She reports a quite pleasantly at the home of
aid.)
• This is in order to mar- delightful, as well as succesfull Mr. Barney Davis in the Rock Nervous Indigestion, Muscuheifers before they show
Spring section. They report a big
And
ExWeak,
lar
Pains
fully dinner of all kinds of
of being with calf, in finish sooner and grade
good eats.
hausted Feeling Promptly
MEATS, FATS. ETC.
as high if bred.• However, they
they might have been bred
Relieved, And He Gained
V2 through Z2
when
10, 1923.
Ky.
time
July
Princeton,
a
at
bred
be
bull running in pasture should
27 Pounds, Days Mr. Spurgood. through Sept. 30. Al
they will be in call not over 4 Mrs. J. G. O'Hara and sister,
heifers
beef
cows.Some
the
lock. Discusses His Case.
through El good through Ocmonths before marketing. It is Mrs. G. L. Lingenfelter motored
take the bull at 5 monthe.
"Eight years ago I felt so
31. Fl through K1 good
tober
to
Dawson
a
parwith
Springs
heifers
that
mind
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to
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the
it is certain that
weak and miserable from nervNov. 30. Li through
through
ty
of
the
friends
latter
than
part
of
younger
fatten
and
matture
if
not been bred, they can,
ous indigestion, painful muscles
QI good through Dec. 31.
6 to the week.
•, be handled according steers, and can be marketed
and sluggish elimination that
both are start4. In this case also, separ- 8 weeks earlier if
SUGAR
Princeton, Ky. July 10, 1923. I could hardly walk a block,
at the same time.
feed
on
ed
as
so
steers
the
from
them
Sugar stamp 38 valid thrcarry the steer cal- Mr. J. B. Hewlett, was here and Retonga relieved me so
4—To
Plan
both
to
disturbance
avoid
ough Dec. 31. Good for 5 lbs.
weight of yesterday enroute to Clarksville, remarkably that I regained
and heifers when the heif- ves to a longyearling
twenty seven pounds and got
Tenn.,
where
he
is
a
this
attending
(Be sure to put your name
follow
pounds,
1200
to
900
are
are in heat. If heifers
and number on canning sugar
During the fall Directors' meeting of the Dark back on the job. Since then I
George M. Spurlock
out as yearlings they will feeding plan.
occasionally take a bottle or
coupon.)
grazing season feed in addition to Tobacco Protective Association.
two of Retonga and I believe I woud cut off my breath. I was
the pasturage 3 or 4 pounds per
laxataking harsh
Watch for this ration news
Princeton, Ky. August 7, 1923. feel as fine as any man of my continually
head daily of a mixture of cornage in Tennessee." gratefully tives, I felt full of toxic poisons bulletin every week in this
and-cob meal 7 parts and a pro- Frank Aurthur, the little fivedeclares Mr. George M. Spur- and the muscles of my back and paper. Published to aid our
tein supplement 1 pert. If the year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
lock, well known resident of legs often pained me so terribly
customers and all food buyers
pasture is of poor quality, glv Frank Pasteur, of this city, was
719 Russell St., Nashville, Tenn. that I could hardly get up and
a
victim
of
painful
last
accident
an
stover
in Princeton as a friendly
corn
the calves some
Mr. Spurlock has been a mem- down.
helpful service by
hay in addition to the grain, t plement. Full-feed this mixture
this
all
"Retonga relieved
ber of the Baptist Church for
keep them gaining. Never alto
until a marketing weight of 900 fifty-eight years, and has serv- distress so remarkably I was
these calves to shrink in weight-- to 1,200 pounds is reached. Each ed as Deacon
and Sunday soon eating with a fine appetite,
shrinkage is always costly. Be steer on this plan uses about 20
School
Superintendent. D is- sleeping well, and the pains and
ginning about December 1, fe
bushels of corn.
cussing Retonga he continued: sluggish elimination were reJoe McMican, Prop.
each calf 5 pounds of corn-and
This fact was established in
"Nervous indigestion was so lieved. Since then I have felt
protei
of
4 pound
3
cob meal, /
experiments at the University of bad with me that the gas in my fine. Retonga is the grandest
supplement, and at least
Illinois.
stomach • often seemed like it medicine I ever saw."
pounds of good mixed or legume
hay daily, together with such
tsraw or corn stover as he
chooses to eat. If corn silage is
for
fed, use 3 instead of 5 pounds
of the corn-and-cob meal, an
1 pound of the protein supplement and mixed hays daily.
Turn the calves on pasture
Incorporated
about May 1, and graze the
3 months without grain
for
exclusively yours
then gradually accustom them
a mixture of 7 parts corn-and
d 1 • art •rotein su
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cessful bidder will be retained
until delivery of the bonds and
the amount thereof shall constitute the agreed liquidated damages in the event the successful bidder refuses to perform in
accordance with the accepted
bid. The county will furnish the
of
opinion
approving legal
Chapman and Cutler, Attorneys
of Chicago, and the printed
bonds. Each bidder will be required to bid at least 104% of
par and to accept delivery and
make payment for said bonds
in the City of Princeton, Kentucky, on December 1, 1945, or
of prior to said last named date
said bonds are ready for deliv-

ery said purchaser may voluntarily take delivery and make
payment at the agreed price.
The right is reserved to reject any or all proposals made
or filed pursuant to this notice.
In the event that prior to
the delivery of said bonds the
income therefrom to an individual becomes taxable under
any federal income tax law
the successful bidder will be
relieved of the obligation to
thereafter accept delivery, and
the deposited check will be returned on request.
This notice is given under
date of June 12th, 1945, pursuant to order of said Fiscal
Court.
Philip Stevens
County Court Clerk.

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE AND
SALE OF BONDS
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby
• given that on June 12th, 1045,
the Fiscal Court of Caldwell
County, Kentucky, adopted an
order authorizing and providing
for the issuance and delivery of
$45,000 principal amount. of
Road and Bridge Refunding
Bonds of said county, to be
dated June 1, 1945, but bearing interest only from and after December 1, 1945, at the
rate of three per cent(3%) per
annum, and to mature serially
$5,000 on December 1 of eadi
of the years 1961 to 1963, inclusive, and $10,000 on December 1 of each of the years 1964 Statement of Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by
to 1966, inclusive.
the acts of Congress of August 24.
It is provided in and by said 1912and March 3 1933
published
Of The Princeton Leader,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stephorder that said bonds are to be iveekly
at Princeton. Ky. for Septemens and little son, Taylor, and
issued and delivered for the ber 1945. Kentucky
State of
se.
purpose of refunding a like prin- County of Caldwell,
Mrs. C. E. Ulmer, left yesterday
me, a Notary Public In and
cipal amount of the presently forBefore
for Robards where they will visit
the State and county aforesaid.
appeared (1. M. Pedley. who
enoutstanding bonds which ma- personally
to relatives for several days
having been duly sworn according
he la the route to their home in Kansas
ture or are to be called for re- law, deposes and says that
and
of the Princeton Leader
of City, Mo., following a visit here
demption on December 1, 1945. owner
that the following is, to the best
true
a
and belief,
Said Fiscal Court mall meet at his knowledge
of the ownership, manage- with their mother, Mrs. H. S.
statement
paper the cirthe Court House in the City of ment (and if a daily aforesaid
accompanied
pub- Eblen, Mrs. Eblen
etc., of the
the
Princeton, Kentucky, on Oct. culation),
she will
lication for the date shown In
where
to
Robards,
them
of
Act
the
caption, required by
9th, 1945, at Eleven o'clock A. above
Atigurit 21. 1012, as amended by the
remain two weeks.
in
embodied
anyplace
1933,
and
3.
time
March
which
at
M.,
Act of
Regu
section 537. Postal Laws and side
of
one interested in the matter of latione,
printed on the reverse
wit:
to
form,
this
appear
may
issuing said bonds
of
addresses
and
names
the
1. That
managing edand be heard and at the same the publisher editor,
business manager are:
and
itor,
time and place said Fiscal Court Publisher, O. M. Pedley, Princeton,
will receive and consider ropos- Ky.
tditor (same)
Five to ten acres of land,
Editor (same)
als for said bonds as authoriz- Managing Manager,
Ann
Dorothy
Business
or without house, just
with
ed.
Davis. Princeton, Ky.
2. That the owner is: U. M. PedEach bidder will be required ley,
out of Princeton, preferPrinceton, KY.
bondholders.
known
to qualify by furnishing a cer- 3. That'.the
ably on Dawson Road.
and other security holdmortgagee
tified check in the sum of $1,000 er• owning or holding 1 per cent or
Write-1706 Cruse Court,
of bonds.
amount
of total
payable to the order of said more
(If
are:
mortgages, or other securities
Owensboro, Ky.
state.) None.
county. Such checks of any un- there are none, so M.
PEDLEY,
a.
successful bidders Will be re- Sworn to and subscribed before me
1945.
turned after the award of the this 21 day of Sept.Atha
Stallings
bonds, but the check of the suc- (My oommission expires Oct. 29, 19E"

With More Comfort
u.• pleasant alkaline(5eg.
pA.Tarr
MIA
powti mr, hold. fa/se teeth

acid)
in more
dreily. To eat anda talk
little FASTS=
tort, just sprinkle
Twits
No gummy, F00.7. odor
on your plates.
Checks 'plate
4.,44. or feeling.
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(denture
say drug store-

SIMPLE
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You girls who surer from simple
anemia or who lose so much during
monthly periods you feel tired, weak,
"dragged out"—this may be due to log
blood-iron--so try Lydia E. Pinkham's
TABLETS at once. Plnkham's Tablets
are one of the very best home ways to
help build up red blood to give more
e1..ength and energy—in such cases.
•Plnkham'a Tablets are one of the
ereatest blood-iron tonics you can buy!
•
Follow label directions

Lydia E. Piakkaol TAOISTS

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—all risk of exposure and infertion—throw• heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fall to Alter •xoess acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may 1,iffer nagging backache,
headache, disaineee, getting up nights,
constantly
leg pains,
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too (request
urination.
Try Doas's Pills. Doom's help the
kidney, to plum off harmful excess body
wa•te. They hav• had more than half a
century of public approval. Are memo.
mended Ly grateful timers everywhere.
Ask your issighborl

mbor
I.
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ANEMIA

Doe to Lou of Blood-Iron?
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PHILCO PRODUCTS
have in stock, now available for
are invited to inspect the new PHILCO products we will
Purchase.

Also 6,8, 10 and 12 Ft. C. M.and 4 Inch Flooring

‘ersL—mHr
the prese
iage vows

on.
Come in today and inspect these products and make your selecti
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WE ARE EXPECTING SHIPMENT BY
and

George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Hy.
Established
190'7
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RADIOS

ELECTRIC IRONS

AUTO RADIOS

YOUNGSTOWN PRESSED STEEL WARE

REFRIGERATORS
FROZEN FOOD COMPARTMENTS

ESTATE HEATROLAS
GAS AND ELECTRIC RANGES

AIR CONDITIONER

COAL STOVES

EAZY WASHING MACHINES

ACCESSORIES—
(Parts, Tubes, Test Equipment)

after

"Not For A Day
But For All Time"
"We Have Stayed
And Paid"

Announ
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• I years.
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R. M.OLIVER,

Finance Corp. of Ky.
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THE FOLLOWING MERCHANDISE

Iniersiaie

COME TO EDDYVILLE TO GET YOUR
LUMBER - WE HAVE IT!

•• • •

•71,-.:ieirie--(61:1•ilioifit •
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(61 ft,
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Cummins Frozen Food
Lockers
one will gladly
Now open for service. You are cordially invited to look them over. Some
ning its operations—
take you through the plant, and endeavor to a iswer any question concer
Better call now
A few lockers remain unsold, but the choice ones are being taken daily—
and make reservation for yours.
are submitted for
The following service charges which pertain to neighboring Locker Plants
your observation:

LUMP

DOOR TYPE per year
DRAWER TYPE per year
Overflow per month

Locker Rentals:

NUT
Poplar Ridge Mine

Chilling, Cutting, wrapping, & quick freezing per lb 3c
Ageing meats over two weeks (per week) ... per lb.le
per lb lc
Chilling meats

TRUCKS LOADED FROM
OVERHEAD HOPPER

$12.50
$15.00
$ 1.00

FISH:

PROCESSING:

1 %MILES EAST OF HIGHWAY 60— 3 MILES SOUTH OF STURGIS

Custom Grinding

per lb lc

Curing and Smoking

per lb..2c

Whole Carcass (PORK)
Chilling, cutting, grinding, curing, smoking,
per lb. Sc
and lard rendering

Freezing, glazing and wrapping (50c miniper lb. 5c
mum)
lb. 3c
per
.
freezing
and
,
Game: Wrapping, Labeling
es:
Handling Home Packed Fruits and V•getabl
2r
Pints - Moisture, vapor proof lined cartons each
each 4c
Quarts
6c
2 lbs.
IC
3 lbs
10c
6 lbs.
lb. IC
Or other type packages - actual weight per

OPENING HOURS — MONDAY through SATURDAY: 8 a. m. to 6

. — For further particu-

lars, please call 441

West Kentucky
Coal Company

CUMMINS FROZEN FOOD LOCKERS
.1. E. az K. B.CUMMINS

Incorporated

LOCATIONt EAST MAIN and HOPKINSVILLE STREETS
Telephone 51, Sturgis, Kentucky
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Now is die time to get your
home ready for Winter. If
you need cash to insulate, fix
the furnace, or make other repairs in preparation for cold
weather, see as for a loan.
Don't delay. .. Corne as
or phone today.'

2 x 4's- 2 x 6's -2 x 8's -2 x 10's -2 x 12's In No. 1 Pine
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n. Both old and new customers
I cordially invite all my friends to visit me in my new locatio

Irre lli 19,
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MANAGER
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AS SALES

DOAN'S PILLS

Just Received Carload Of
No. 1 Pine, Gum,Poplar

Truck Coal
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9, 9: 1/, • • • • •
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Announcing.

Women do you softer

LUMBER

Dial Phone 3221

-5

FALSETEETH

WANTED

Complete Stock Of Doors,
Windows And Roofing
Of All Kinds

• 9/ ''•,

01' ,9, 01 ,9, •.

Now Many wear

•
BY TARTS Tear

Women's Page
Hostess To Club

Mber

hill, down in the gulley,
in the
the
in the swamp where
water's muddy,
skim and the
barn-swallows
lucky bugs swim
out
the great gold sun rolls
and in.
corn the wind plays
r in the
tag
chicory blossoms are blue
d the
as flag,
get
• apples redden and pears
amber,
• Autumn's whispering to
teflber.
grapes hang heavy in sumrner's hamper,
round clouds shepherd the
sky wall,
orning's later, and even.; s damper,
.ummer's shivering against
—
Mrs. John Shelby Strong was
at brown grass waves ragMiss Virginia June Vinson before
lingers,
.1kweed's loaded with silky her marriage Monday, Sept. 24.
She is a daughter of Mr. and
autumn lies in the summer's Mrs. Colic Mack Vinson, Marion Road.
lap
ving a purple aster trap.
—Elizabeth Jane Astley.
Vinson—Strong

• rs—Hodge
the presence of 50 guests,
e vows were exchanged
y, Sept. 8, at 8 o'clock
the Pasadena Wedding ChapPasadena, Calif., by S-Sgt.
• L Hodge, USMC, and
Lallrine Sanders, daughter
gr. and Mrs. H. A. Sanders,
E Lime Avenue, Pasadena.
chapel clergyman officiated
the rites. The bridegroom, a
at Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hodge,
Jefferson street, is stationed
the Marine Air Base, Santa
a. After a wedding trip
Bylwild, the couple were at
after September 15 at 824
' Ha. Santa Barbara.
Kiss Sanders wore a lovely

Announcing . .
Opening of a private
kindergarten at Butler High
School, Monday, Oct. 15.
School is for children
4- years.

Hours, 8:45-11:45
Tuition, $5 a mo.
Call 600 or 4111 to
register
His. C. H. laggers

Party At Outwood

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv

•5

Birthday Surprise

Mrs. Hillary Barnett was hostA group of Princeton women
ess to members of the Friday entertained veterans at Outwood
Night Bridge Club at her home Hospital Thursday night, Sept 20,
on W. Market street Friday night, with a bingo party.
Sept. 21.
Attending were Misses Carwin
Members present were Mes- Cash, Busch Cummins, Ruth Lydames Billy McElroy, James tle, Nakomis Sharp, Elizabeth
Landes, Stanley Sharp, T. J. and Margaret Sholar, Mary Beth
Simmons, Hewlett Morga n,' Nichols, Mabel Ruth Nichols,
James McCaslin and Misses Mary Imogene Stevens, Mary Loftus,
Loftus and Vergie Barnett. Vis- Dorothy Ann Davis, Mary Wilitors were Mesdames C. H. Jag- son Eldred and Mesdames Ruby
gers, Gordon Glenn, Conway Cummins, Zonweiss Nave and
Lacey and Jim Walker.
Arnold Wahlfield.
The hostess served ice cream
Prizes were awarded and
and cake.
sandwiches and coffee served by
the girls.

The wedding of Virginia June
Vinson and John Shelby Strong
took place at the home of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
M. Vinson, Marion Road, Monday morning, Sept. 24, at 10
o'clock. Rev. H. A. Egbert officiated, using the double ring
ceremony, in the presence of
both families.
The bride was attired in a
beige wool model with navy blue
accessories. Her flowers were a
corsage of Ad rosebuds and
baby breath.
Miss Lucy Vinson, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor. She
gown of white marquisette with
fingertip veil. She carried a
white orchid placed on a white
Bible. Maid of honor was Miss
Eleanor Sanders.
A reception was held in the
chapel lounge immediately following the ceremony.
The bride attended Pasadena
Junior College a year after graduating from Monrovia-Arcadialater
Duarte High school, and
attended Santa Barbara College
where she was a member of
Kappa Omicron Phi sorority.
Sgt. Hodge is a graduate of Butler High School and attended
the University of Kentucky.

The Leader
Congratulates

A surprise birthday party was
given Sunday noon, Sept. 23, in
Mr. and Mrs. John Elliott
honor of Mrs. E. N. Crayne at
Towery, Fredonia, Route 1, on
her home, N. Jefferson street, by the birth of a son, Ronald Edher daughters.
ward, September 4.
Present were the daughters
Mr. and Mrs. James Nichols
and their families. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Ellery, Chicago, Ill. Mr. and
all of Crayne; Mr.
Mrs. Fred Weidmeyer, Sheffield, and daughter,
Boone and J.
Ala., Mrs. Bridges Montgomery and Mrs. Edward
Jimmie and
Paul,
Jr.,
Boone,
E.
Nashand daughter, Clara Mai,
Phelps, Mrs. Norman
ville, Tenn. Other out-of-town Charles
all of Crayne; Mr. and
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Will Wheeler,
Bright, Glenn
Crayne, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Mrs. Gordon
and Mrs. Charlie
Crayne and children, Mr. and Bright, Mr.
son, Jimmie, all of
Mrs. Guy Crider, Sherman Par- Jenkins and
is, Deputy Sheriff Riley Paris, Princeton.
all of Marion; Mr. and Mrs DelMrs. C. P. Brooks Chosen
PI; and Mrs T. J. Simmons ac- mar Bradshaw, Evansville, Ind.,
President of Joy Class
companied her niece, little Mary Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Woodall,
The Joy Class of the First Jane Harrison to her home in Misses Hilda Mai, Lois and LouChristian Church elected officers Halls. Tenn., one day last week, ise Woodall, Mrs. Alma Brodltfor the coming year at a meeting after spending the summer here. shire, and Mrs. Mildred Paris
held in the home of Mrs. Lewis
Boren Monday night, Sept. 24.
They are Mrs. C. J. Brooks, president; Mrs. Thomas Winters,
vice-president; Mrs. Clyde Kercheval, secretary-treasurer, and
Mrs. Clifton Pruett, teacher.
After the business session,
members gave the out-going
president, Mrs. Thomas Winters,
a birthday shower.
Present were Mesdames Glenn
Cartwright, Thomas
Winters,
Every year thousands of
Melvin Martin, Lester Cartare jilted and divorwomen
wright, H. C. Lester, C. P.
Brooks, Clifton Pruett, Lewis
ced-even murdered so the man
Boren, Joe Stanley, Clyde Kercheval, Lemah Hopper, Everett
can have a pretty young girl.
Cherry and Elizabeth Rogers.
A salad course was served by
the hostess during the social
hour, assisted by Mesdames Lesget careless and NI their hair
ter, Pruett and Rogers.
turn gray. This is one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Cox, Hopfirst signs of old age.
kinsville, visited friends and
relatives here last week-end.
wore a soft fuschia model, with
a corsage of pink and white rosebuds. Mr. James Hillyard was
best man.
Mrs. Strong is a graduate of
Farmersville High School, class
of 1941. Until the last several
months, she has been in San
Diego, Calif., where she was employed in the payroll department
of Consolidated Aircraft Corporation.
Mr. Strong is the elder son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Strong, of the
Bethany community, and was recently discharged from t h e
Army, after serAring 6 years, 20
months of which was in ETO,
prior to which he was stationed
in the Hawaiian Islands, as Masi
ter Sergeant.
Following the ceremony in the
beautifully
decorated
Vinson
home, the bride's cake was cut
and refreshments served. On
their return from a wedding trip,
the couple will live temporarily
at the bride's home.

Guess, W. Main street, on the
birth of a daughter, Nancy Lee,
September 15. Mr. Guess is in
the Marine Corps.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Hollowell,
Fredonia, on the birth of a
daughter, September 14. She
has been named Mary Lou.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Martin,
Princeton, on the birth of a
son, Frank Anthony, Sept. 16.

Mrs. Frank Gartin, Indianaolis, lnd., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Lucian Gore, Hopkinsville street, and other relatives.
Mrs. Gartin is the former Katherine Gore.
Miss Prudence Polk returned
to her home in Nashville, Term.,
Friday after a visit with ner sister, Mrs. Dique Eldred and family, W. Main street. Mrs. Eldred
accompanied her home

strongly
"Shoes
die
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been said thatd feque
it personality
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right
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turning gray, and remove all
traces of grayness with

Youngsters are naturally hard
on shoes. They need
shoes built for hard, active
wear... with extra
reinforcements in vital
parts. That's why we suggest
RED GOOSE shoes.

FINAL CLEARANCE
me one will gladly
g its operations—

Sale Of Fall

A New Custom -Tailored,
Belt Service for Our

Better call now

Piece-Goods Department
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white
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Princeton, Ky.
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When you buy your material, cut off a strip
and order a Marilyn Self-fabric Belt to add
smartness to the dress you sew at home.
Marilyn Belts ore finished with the exclusive
Colones* "Wrinkle-Free process. Your
choice of five styles, with metal or self-covered rust-proof buckles, 6 rows of stitching.
and self-embroidered eyelets.

'Made by 04 Celanese leaflet Pleb
14.3 Poems Ma. We 10031401

Journal, Good
Nationally advertised in McCall's, Ladies' Home
Housekeeping, and Voglib, Butterick and hter..all's Fashion books.

Thursd , Se.tember 27, 19

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

4-H Home Exhibits
Feature Ky. Fair

Displays of aproximately 650
entries in foods, clothing, canning and room improvements
were featured by 4-H Club girls
at the Kentucky State Fair.
Largest exhibit was clothing,
302 articles from 32 counties having been judged. Girls from 17
counties entered canned foods,
while six counties were represented in baked foods and nine counties in room improvement projects. Two hundred and thirtynine blue ribbons were awarded.
Top ranking winners were.
Margaret May, Boyle county, with
eight blue ribbons in canning,
four in foods and three in home
furnishings; Kathryn Kramer,
Jefferson county, 10 in canning;
Ella Marie Leathers, Anderson
county, nine in canning and two
in clothing; Marna Perry, Oldham county, seven in canning,
three in foods and one in clothing; and Lillian 'Hettinger, Jefferson county, eight in foods.
Notable among wool costumes
were those made by Alice Word,

Need.a

LAXATIVE?
Clack-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

Bales Handled Easier
A. H. Harned, Bullit county,
saves both time and heavy work
in unloading baled hay. Reporting to Farm Agent Richard Sandefur, he said he prefers a frame
with a slatted floor, thus being
able to get a sling under the
bales. Then with the aid of a regular hay track, he can unload
nine bales at a time, dropping
them at any height or place in
the barn loft.
Pulaski county, Halley Angell,
Woodford county; Evelyn Hammond, Oldham county; Imogene
Powell, Henry county; Joan Phillips, Simpson county, and Rebecca Ross, Muhlenberg county.
Pieces of wearing apparel and
household articles made of feed
bags rated high among the winners. Anne Penick, Christian
county, showed a quilted jacket
and blue bathing suit; Mary Helen Marshall, Webster county, pajamas, cufflea and housecoat,
with all pieces dyed yellow or
brown; Jessie Mae Champion, Anderson county, dress and bag, and
Christine Hudson, Christian county, dress with hand decorated border.
Homemakers in Muhlenberg
county have been checking on
their canning methods by judging canned products.

To increase flew of urine and
relieve irritation of the bladder
from excess acidity in the wine
Are you authoring tutu...nary disssssss
backache, run-down feeling and discomfort from excess acidity in the urinU Are
yent disturbed night• by •frequent desire
to pus orator? Then you should know
about that (emus doctor's di
DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT-that
thousands say gives blessed relief. Swamp
Root is • carefully blend•d combination of
IS herbs, roots, v•getables, balsams. Dr.
Kilnker's is not harsh or habit-forming in
ay way. Many people say in nkuveiona
*If*et la truly amazing.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY.
Like thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send name and address to
Department CI, Kilmer & Co., Inc.. Box
1255. Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Send
at once.

Effective September 15, 1945
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Camps Campbell And
Breckinridge Named
Separation Centers
By Associated Press
Washington, - The Army is
setting up 145 temporary separation centers to clear out a
backlog of 285,000 men in this
country who are eligible for discharge.
These men, Maj. Gen. S. C.
Henry told the Senate Military
Committee, were returned from
Eurape for deployment to the
Pacific. The sudden surrender of
Japan, he explained, left them
without an assignment.
Among the new centers will

be Fort Knok and Camp Campbell, which are expected to separate 50 men a day beginning
September 15, and Camp Breckinridge which will handle 25
a day.
Lambs in Wayne county are
being sold at weights of 10 to
15 pounds heavier than usual
due principally to parasite control and better pastures.
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grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and

saving
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Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morg-
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An estimated saving of more
han $3,000,000 a year through
ew methods of packing, baling
nd shipping goods has been afected by the Army Quartermaser Corps at its Philadelphia
epot.

Phone 501
24 HOUR SERVICE
Special Prices on Long Distance Trips

omemakers Plan
efore Spending
With manufacturers promising
rester supplies of household arides, members of Homemakers'
lubs in many Kentucky counties
ill center their discussions this
year on how to get the most vale for money they have saved.
ther discussions will deal with
ways to make best use of furishings on hand, through repair
nd refinishing.
Last year, 21,594 families in 43
ounties used suggestions for conervation of' home furnishings
iven by Vivian Curnutt and
brine Hurt, specialists at the
ptuity CaJjçg ot Agriculture
taihe EMontic§.
In Caldwell and Jefferson counies, 11,503 pieces of furniture
were refinished, 274 Homemakers
'n the latter county estimating
tI .

Expert Urges Delay
In Buying Clothes
Don't buy clothes now for fal
and winter if you can do withou
them is the advice of Miss Dor
othy Thntlkeld, clothing special
ist at the Kentucky College o
Agriculture and Home Econo
mica. Predicting that fabrics an
garments which will be availabl
three or four months from no
will be of better quality at le
cost, she advocated remodelin
and otherwise refreshing cloth
ing on hand. Having refraine
from extensive buying for thre
years, one can well afford t
wait awhile longer, Miss Threl
keld said.
M...t', Ho e a er
slipcovered 642 chairs and othe
pieces, to bring the total in the
State to 4,824. Warren count
Homemakers restored approxi
mately 957 pieces by re-tying sag
ging springs and adding new pad
ding, while Fayette county women did 900 pieces. Total so repair
ed numbered 4,961. More tha
2000,
hand-made rugs were made
Many housewives learned toe
ways of meeting the shortage o
curtain and drapery fabrics
Others used new tricks to restor
finishes to wals, floors and lino
leum, and to clean rugs.

In approaching a dock, boat
are headed into the wind so they
will lose their momentum jus
before they reach the dock.

LiTTEN TO LISA SERGIO...AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO....EVERY MONDAY

Yes, army khaki and navy blue are the "pass-words"
to the best 3ervice in Louisville, when you come to the
Brown Hotel!
TARLETON COLLIER, whose quiet Southern voice hides his
fighting spirit, came to THE COURIER-JOURNAL as an editorial
writer in 1942. His many interests cover the major issues of
today and tomorrow ... with special emphasis on their relation
to the South. He writes on postwar stability, farmer's markets,
soil conservation, general social welfare, juvenile delinquency and
politics, both national and regional.
Born and reared in Alabama, Collier graduated fnom Auburn
College at 18 with a degree in mining engineering. One year of
that ... and he changed to journalism. He started out his news
career on The Montgomery Advertiser, then continued reporting,
column-writing and editorializing on The Atlanta Journal, The
Chicago American and The Chicago Examiner. He also spent a
spell in Washington a* Midwest correspondent for the two
Chlakfio.
Collier did interrupt his news work for more study at the
• URiversity of Chicago; then he won a Rosenwald Scholarship
enabling him to write two books on penal systems in the South,
and a novel, "Fire In the Sky" on southern rural life. At another
time he was in charge of The Information Service, Farm Security
Administration for four southern states.
His ear is always to the ground, listening for social trends to
explore. His accent n agriculture carries over to a farm he and
s now bedded down with leap&
'
Mrs. Collier own in Georgia. It
den, he says, until he can get back there and start a crop.

To be sure, Louisville is still a jam-packed city, and
we simply haven't been able during the last few years
to accommodate everybody who prefers the Brown. But
a whole beauty treatment in Itself. Cleanses, lubri-

for service men or their families — especially if you'll
give us advance notice of arrival — we'll out-do ourselves at any time, and really "bust a button" to make
your

visit as

restful and sub comfortable as in the good

the precious lanolin oils, It's
extra helpful for dry skin.
You'll like it. $1

and $1.7$
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FOOT GE
KILL IT FOR 35e
IN ONE HOUR, if not pie
your 35c back. Ask any dr
for this powerful
fungicide,
OL. Its 90% alcohol, mak"
penetrate. The germ
can't
killed, unless reached. Peel
penetrate, reaches more ge
Apply full strength for j
sweaty or smelly feet.
Today
Wood Drug Store.

needs waste greases for many uses.

READY-TO-EAT PICIDUCS
...

the

ATHLETES

We'd like to just mention, also, that our room

rates are

_

exactly the same today as they were in 1935. That
doesn't sound very much as if we ever tried to "take
advantage of the War," does it? Well, we didn't!
I IS a
OP 5011111111114111111110 MILS. 111111111
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Final Payment Made
On 4-H, Utopia Camp

ohon Promises
ore Telephones

among $9 people in
you are
have been unable
who
• eeton
obtain telephone service and
wondering how the end of
inwar affected this, here's
tim for you. H. Mohon,
comr of the telephone
goal
r, reveals that the first
reconversion in the telephone
• ess is to manufacture and
equipment which will
tall
company to put in
ble the
ephones for all who desire
version from wartime to
time manufacture already
oder way, with the result
items of telet the various
required to
e equipment
• service to additional sub'hers will begin to come from
manufacturer in steadily inasing volume, Mr. Mohon

Ky. 55 or Alert

in advance,

ering Works
entucky

GO
EASY

An attendance of about
5,000
people at the Boone County
4-H
and Utopia Club
Agricultural
Fair enabled those
organizations
to make a final payment
of $500
on the 35-acre camp site
purchased 15 years ago. Paid for
by individual subscriptions and proceeds from anttual fairs, the
camp
represent; an investment of $5,000, including construction of
a
lake for fishing. Present
plans
are to make the fair
grounds a
county-wide pecreation center.
said. He added that, just as
soon
as the telephone company's
manufacturer could, furnish more
Information concerning the production of equipment, the conparty would issue more definite
information as to when service
can be furnished those who are
waiting.
At war's end, more than
2,000,000 people in the nation
and more than 20,000 in Kentucky wett waiting for business or
residential telephones.
, "To fill the unprecedented demand, a tremendous amount of
telephone equipment must now
be manufactured and installed,"
Mr. Mohon pointed out. "We will
obtain and install the equipment
just as rapidly as possible."
Captain John Ericsson was the
inventor of the Monitor, famous
"cheese box on a raft."

your red points; save
for occasions when
•s
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Kiwanis International
lists
115,000 members, the
Lions
Clubs have 155,000 and the Rotary 210,000.

McChesney Scores
At Owensboro
Dick Duncan's Horses
Take Top Honors
In Three Events

SHIRLEY AND MATE CUT WEDDING CAKE— Beneath a tent on the lawn of the Temple estate in Hollywood and surrounded by their guests, Shirley Temple and her husband, Sgt. John
Agar, cut their wedding cake at the climax of a reception which followed their marriage last
Thursday. (AP Wirephoto)
British Model_Uftl
For New Jewish Town
Jerusaleum - A.P. - The shores
of Palestine may acquire a distinctly British touch when the
Jewish National Fund builds a
new town in the coastal stretch
between Haifa and Tel Aviv.
The plans for it have been designed by the Russian-born Jewish architect, Prof. Alexander
Klein, after the ideas of the English architect and town planner,
Prof. Leslie Patrick Abercrombie,
Klien's suggestions are modeled
on Abercrombie's plans for medium sized British towns of
60,000 to 75,000 inhabitants.
11111111181Will

• are plenty of point.

foods to provide wellced diets including
delicious

Creamed

•• le Cheese, which con'rail the.tissue-building

A
A

y

.teins

of

meat.

good health and real
',yrnent, phone 161 for

,•

tempting, fresh carton
'vered to your door.

Aero
Cyanamid

Three sisters, Eloise, .9an and
Mary K. Ewbank, of Gallatin
county, won top honors in the 4-H
Club livestock judging contest at
the Kentucky State Fair. Harrison county was second; Wayne,
third, and Washington, fourth.
Best individual judge of fat stock
was Robert Eads, Wayne county,
with Mary Ewbank second.
The best 4-H Club dairy cattle
judging team came from Simpson
county. Graves county was second, Jefferson, third,' and Owen,
fourth.
William Johnson, of
Graves county, and Earl Rhea
Jean, Cf Jefferson, tien for top
honors as individual judges of
dairy cattle.
James Crowe, Joe Weddle and
Jack Beauchamp made up the
champion 4-H Club poultry judg-

PERMANENT TENURE

• • For Weed Control in Plant Beds • •
AT

Mitchell IMPLEMENT CO.
Cumberland Fertilizers
AND

Case Tractor & Farm Implements

Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242

E. Market St.

Sisters Are Best
4-H Stock Jud es

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

DEALERS FOR

Princeton
Creamery

Po.e Seven

Positions in local field offices of Department of Welfare
and the Unemployment Compensation Commission.
Clerks, Typists, Stenographers
2100-200;
Machine Operators,
$110-150,
Accounting positions,
8120-225; Statistical p minions.
8160-225 InterviArer-Examiners.
8180-200; Referee. 8200-226; Field
Worker, 5120-140; Assistant to
Director of Public Assistance.
8250-300,Child Welfare Workers,
8100-240.
Merit System examinations will
be given on October 11 in Ashland, Bowling Green. Campbellsville, Covington, Frankfort,
Hazard, Hopkinsville, Louisville,
Mayfield, Middlesboro, Morehead,
Oyensboro, Pikeville, Richmond,
Somerset.
For full particulars and applications. write Personnel Examination Supervisor, 10/ New Office Building, Frankfort.
APPLY NOW. FINAL DATE
FOR FILING SEPT. 29, 1945

Boy -Canner-Wins
Wendell Straughn, only 4-H
Club boy to enter the canning
competition at the Kentucky
State Fair, was one of Oldham
county's 23 blue ribbon winners.
His entries included peaches, tomotaes, corn and a group of two
fruits and two vegetables.
Part of the visual deficiency of
older men is due to fact that the
pupils of a 50-year-old person
admit only slightly more than
half as much light as those of a
20-year-old.
New Zealand became self governing Sept. 26, 1907.
ing team from Pulaski county.
Crowe and Beauchamp ranked
first and second as individual
judges. Casey county furnished
the second team and Pike county, third team.
The 4-H Club boys and girls,
who had a prominent part in the
State Fair, won many high awards
in open classes of livestock. Jessie Mae Champion, Anderson
county, had the junior champion
female, and Rose Mary Ballard
and William B. Peterson, both of
Marion county, won first prizes
on their Jerseys.
Marion county had the best
exhibit of 4-H Club Jerseys, with
Jefferson county, second; Graves
county, third; Fulton county,
fourth; Anderson county, fifth,
and Carroll county, sixth.
John Elmer Kalrney, Jefferson
county, and Jack Durrett, Shelby
county, won championships in
both 4-H Club and open classes
of Holsteins.
David E. Gregg, Harrison county, won highest prizes on Hampshires and the V.vbank sisters on
Southdowns, in' the 4-H Club
sheep show.
C. V. Carpenter, a Mason county boy, had top-ranking poultry
displays in both 4-H Club and
open classes.

4-H Chickens Pay
Wayne Gossett, co-champion in
the 4-H Club fryer-project in Metcalfe county, raised .77 out of 78
chicks started in a lantern brood-

•

Bedford
McChesney, riding
Little Merry Boy, won first place
in the Walking Horse Class at
the Owensboro Horse SShow. His
mount is owned by Mrs. Clare
Noel, Itta Bena, Miss.
Dick Duncan's Woodburn Farm
stable, which scored a double
championship in the Princeton
show, won three firsts
a'
Owensboro, King
Bourbon,
the 5-gaited champion here, winning the combination 5-gaited
ring. Noble Way, won the 3gaited class, and Certain Glory
took first honors in the 5-gaited
stallion class.
Susanne and John Alden Rogers won second and third places
in the $250 championship class
for 5-gaited ponies; tiding Black
Arrow and Fashion Fairy, respectively.
Pin-Up Lady, which showed
here, won the Junior 5-gaited
class at Owensboro with her
owner, Maurice Colglazier, Salem,, Ind., riding. Second and
third in this ring went to Lewis Swain and Thomas Banks, of
Murray, who also showed here.
The Owensboro show had even worse weather than the
Princeton event but 'was pronounced a financial success for
the Lions Club. It was Owensboro's eigth annual horse show.
Saturday night at Owensboro,
Little Merry Boy, with McChesney up, won the $400 Walking
Horse Stake, with Alabama Allen, owned by McChesney an d
ridden by Dr. Ralph Blazier,
second; and Rhett Butler, owned
and ridden by W. W. Runyan,
Marion, third, and Sir Walter
Raleigh, owned and ridden by
Alvin Lisanby, fourth.
Princeton Horse Wins
Blue Ribbon at Murray
Bedford McChesney rode two
winners in the Murray Horse

Show, his own Volation taking
the roadster stake and Little
Merry Boy, owned by Mrs. Clara
Noel, Itta Sena, Miss., scoring
first in the walking horse stake.
Mr. McChesney also rode General MacArthur, D. W. Satterfield's fine 5-gaited horse, taking third place in the open model class and third in the 5-gaited combination class.

discomfort of 1,01130N OAK,
, ItchMelly Rent, 5
11.5 551•, Chigger et Mosquito bites,
Scalp or Sooty Itch. That Sweaty
Weal. A sooting, soothing lotion. Get
It anywhere Mt or by snalL 'Rath;
leo. lelorenen. Al..
La

tog

••

er last spring and sold them at ft
profit of almost 45 cents a bird
over the cost of feed and chicks.
His total profits were $34.48.
James Smith, also co-champion,
raised all of his 50 White Giant
chicks started in a brick brooder.
He sold three-pound fryers at a
profit of 59 cents a bird.

WHY PAY MORE?
fi
SUPRIMI

COLD WAVE
Hcou-- IT

Each kit contains 5 full
ounces of Salon-tyro,
solutios wigh Kerikeee.
60 Curtain, 60 end
if
,cotton avraf•
odor, neutraliser and
cosnolste laaraaions.

n9g1•4
Takes or/4,2fa 3
Hears at Homo

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

TOPS FOR QUALITY

_Pepsi-Cote Compass'',1,orte faked City, N.Ti
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hoptinsvtile Bottling Company

When In Hopkinsville
visit

THE STORE FOR FASHIONABLE

WHEN YOU WANT A

WOMEN—

TELEPHONE

Carl's

CHAMBLISS

Phone 499
Midway Barber
Shop

910 S. Main St.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Opposite Henrietta Hotel
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All Risk Insurance For Your Wheat!
The New Federal Crop Insnrance Protects The Business Of Farming
Against Unavoidable Hazards

ItInsures Your WheatCrop Against Damage From
the "pass-words"
you come to the

Drought

Winterkill

Insects

flail

Plant Diseases packed city, and
he last few years
the Brown. But
pecially if You'll
we'll ont-do ourbutton" to make
le as in the g°°d

farming has
FOR MANY YEARS, just about every kind of business except
uncrontrollable causes
been able to secure itself against loss of damage from
other quirks of fortune.
• . against the unexpected disaster of fire, storm, or
and in processing
storage,
in
transit,
in
insured
Even the farmer's crop could be
• • • . AFTER it left the barn.
their wheat crop
Now through Federal Crop Insurance, farmers can protect
for farmers,
planning
sound
is
It
hazards.
from damage by tmavoidablaf natural
Crop Insurance
like other businessmen, to protect their investment. Federal
gives this protection . . . . from planting to harvest.

Floods

Fires

Lightning

Wildlife

Other Natural Causes

Crop insurance is good business for both the farmer and the community. Anything that protects the investment of the farmer—assuring him a return from
his year's work—protects the business and welfare of the community. Agriculture is the backbone of a prosperous community and a sound country.

There is still time to buy this All-Risk Protection in your 1946 wheat crop.
Any Time before you plant or before
September 30th

WE HOPE YOU NEVER HAVE TO COLLECT. No one who carries insurance hopes to collect on it. Likewise Federal crop insurance is not a profitmaking proposition—for either the farmer or the Government. But all-risk crop
insurance is protection against complete loss of your investme,pt . . . against
worry . . . . against uncertainty . ... against wrecking of your plans.

See the County A A A Office
or an authorized agent.

'NAMES OF SPONSORS

DR. W. L. CASH. MAYOR

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

WESTERNAUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

CALDWELL COUNTY AAA

THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE

ARNOLD'S

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.

CORNICK OIL CO.

Thursday, Se
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ions with Ray Woodruff, Charles
Jones, Jimmy Jones and Carl
Marquess, all Princeton Navy
men.

Methodists Plan
Rally October 2
At Hopkinsville
Evangelism And World
Service To Be Keynotes;

• •

•

Three Caldwell Soldiers
Discharged On Points
Pfc. Harold D. Hickerson
Awarded Bronze Star

Sgt. Raymond K. Moore and
Pfc Lawrence Stephenson, Fredonia, and Sgt. Dewey T. Heaton, Princeton, were among Kentucky men discharged at Camp
Atterbury, Ind. September 16,
under the Army's adjusted service rating plan.
• • •

Pfc. Harold D. Hickerson, Jr.,
son of Mrs. Berdie Hickerson,
To Speak
Maple Avenue, is a member of
Pastors and members of the the 423rd inf. regt. of the famous
81 churches of the Hopkinsville 106th "Lion" Division, whose
District of the Methodist Church men were recently awarded the
participation Seaman B. M. Stone Is
are planning an evengelistic ral- Bronze Medal for
the Northern France cam- Attending Navy School
in
Methodist
the
at
held
be
to
ly
Slc B. M. Stone, USN, is atpaign and were previously aChurch at Hopkinsville,Juesday, warded battle stars for action in tending school at Philadelphia,
Pa., where he is specializing in
Oct. 2. The meeting All begin the Rhineland campaign.
• • •
catapault and arresting gear. He
at 9:30 o'clock in the morning,
is the son of Mrs. Mary Stone,
with Devotions conducted by Lieut. William H. Solley
Morganfield, and the brother of
Rev. John Hamilton, Cadiz, and Visiting Wife Here
Solley, Mrs. Gordon Glenn, W. Market
will continue until 4 o'clock in
Lieut. William H.
the afternoon, with lunch at noon member of the 15th Air Force street.
• • •
at the church.
who has been serving in Italy, is
Purpose of the rally is ,to on a 45-day leave visiting his Sgt. Frederick Stallins
launch "The Year of Evange- wife, the former Nancy Catlett, Returns to Army Duty
Sgt. Frederick Stallins, U. S.
lism of the Crusade for Christ", Hopkinsville street. He will rea nation-wide movement of the port to San Antonio, Tex., for Army quartermaster corps, returned to Camp Indiantown Gap,
Methodist Churehr-Goatio-.for the.'further assignment.
••••••
Pa., Friday after an 18-day furf • •
year are addition of a million
persons to the Methodist Church, C. W. Babb, U. S. N. Serving lough here with his wife and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Staland the establishment of 500 new On Occupation Warship
e street.
churches. The rally will be preC. W. Babb, seaman, second lins, Madisonvill
• • •
sided over by Dr. Walter I. Mun- class, Fredonia, Route 3, is servday, district superintendent, Dr. ing aboard the USS Xanthus, Two From Princeton Are
A. C. Johnson will be pastor- which assisted in the occupation Discharged At Atterbury
T-4 Roy Sullivan and Sgt.
host.
of Ominato, Honshu, in Japan.
Kenneth W. Sheridan, Madison• • •
The feature address will be deville street, are among Kenlivered by the Rev. W. S. Bolles,
Everett R. Wilson USN,
men discharged at Camp
tucky
superintendent of the Bowling
Friends
Meets Home Town
Tuesday, Sept. 18, unAtterbury
Green District. His subect will
USN,
CRM,
Wilson,
Everett R.
be "Evangelism". Other speakers has written from Marianas Is- der the Army's adjusted service
and subects will be:
lands, Guam, that he is soon to plan.
• • •
"The Year of Evangelism" be transferred to his home base
Rev. F. B. Hulse, Central City, in Hawaii, and that since being Shellie N. Kennaday, USN
president of th4 conference board on Guam he has made connect- Due Discharge Soon
Sheltie N. Kennady, signalman,
of evangelism.
third class, USNR, whose wife,
"The Pastor and Evangelism", the board of education.
"Evangelistic Literature", Rev. Alma, lives on North Harrison
Rev. J. A. Collier, Guthrie, disJ. Lester McGee, Princeton, con- street, was among 1200 Navy
trict director of evangelism.
"The Laymen and Evangelism", ference secretary of evangelism. men from the Third Fleet who
In addition to the cause of arrived in Puget Sound Navy
J. B. Campbell, Allensville, disevangelism, two other subects Yard September 13. He will be
trict lay leader.
of will be presented. "World Serv- discharged under the Navy point
"The Woman's Society
Christian Service and Evange- ice" will be presented by Dr. W. system.
lism", Mrs. A. C. Johnson, Hop- L. Baker, Louisville, president of
The blind, the deaf and the
kinsville, conference president, the conference board of missions,
and Mrs. H. W. Peters, Trenton, and Rev. T. C. Morrison, Cadiz, dumb were first counted separsecretary. ately in the census of 1830.
district secretary of the Woman's district missionary
"Our Methodist Colleges" will be
Society of Christian Service.
''The Youth Fellowship and presented by Dr. Paul S. Pow- Crider School Benefit
P.T.A. members of Crider
Evangelism", Miss Mary Sue ell, president of Kentucky Weslyan College, Winchester, and school will sponsor a benefit
McWhirter, Hopkinsville.
bar"The Church School and Dr. V. P. Henry, president, Lind- icecream, pie supper and
school, Friday
Evangelism", Rev. H. R. Short, sey Wilson Junior College, Col- becue at Crider
night, Sept. 28.
Louisville, executive secretary of umbia.
Princeton Pastor

Radio Service!
. . if you need new
If your old radio is working poorly.
and tuned
tubes . . . if you want your set checked over
up

BRING IT IN!

supply
We have been assured that we will received a full
radio
farm
tubes,
of repair and maintenance parts, radio
inhave
will
batteries by November 1. By that time we
stalled the latest testing and tuning equipment to properly
repair or tune any make of radio.
this
Due to the large number of cats we are having for
"first
a
on
orders
all
prace
service we are compelled to
come - first served" basis. If you do not care to bring
your radio in until your turn comes, telephone our office
and register your set to be repaired as soon as possible.
We will notify you just as soon as we can get to it.

ew Radios!
There will be a limited number of new radios this year...
not nearly enough for the demand. If you want one of
these sets call us . .. tell us about what you want. As
soon as the new radios are available, we will notify you
to come and inspect them. You will not be under any
obligation to buy if you are not pleased with the radio.
But again we are compelled to place orders on a "first
come - first served" plan.
During the war GENERAL ELECTRIC has carried on extensive research ... they have contributed much to the
success of our radar and radio equipment. All of this experience and research will be reflected in every GENERAL
ELECTRIC radio. It will pay any buyer to compare and
investigate GENERAL ELECTRIC before buying.
The same standards of quality and

performance that

.have always made GENERAL ELECTRIC products the standard of comparison will be maintained in all GENERAL
'ELECTRIC radios

Resolutions Of Respect

Phone 260

Phone 260

J. C. LITTLEPAGE, Mgr. Appliance Dept.

GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WHEREAS:
God in His divine judgment has called

from

this field of endeavor His servant and devoted
follower, Roy B. Newsom, and

WHEREAS:
Roy Newsom was our loyal, conscientious and
efficient co-worker in the

Caldwell County

Farm Bureau and the Agricultural Conservation Program; and, by his splendid example
as a good farmer and diligent leader in all

FOR SALE - Desirable House,
located at 810 Locust street,
contact H. C. McConnell or
2tp.
Wm. G. McConnell.
For Sale - 1 36 V-8 Ford Auto,
good tires; 1 37 Graham, tires
fair; 200 good stoves all kinds,
some new; 100 Nice Iron Beds,
some springs and mattresses;
all kinds of furniture, Dressers,
etc. Nice Men's Suits, Boys',
Girls apparel, 1000 pr. shoes,
all kinds. Dining Tables, Pedastal, Extra large Guns, Watches and Clocks. Bargains.
J. F. Morgan 3tc

activities for rural improvement, gave impetus

he came into contact, therefore

STYLE

RAINCOAT
Handsome! Serviceable!

Subscriptions for Madimoiselle
are again available. Phone 709,
Itc
Mrs. A. G. Butler.

Resists water, spots, stains.

In his active and consecrated support of the

spiration to us and many others with whom

POPULAR "TRENCH"

OLD NEWSPAPERS - three
bundles for 10 cents, while
they last. Leader Office.

WHEREAS:

religious life of the community he was an in-

100% PURE PENN
"SUPER GOOD PENN" on
Fully guaranteed
only $1.99 in 2 gal. cud

WANTED- Good Mechanic; experigiiced; for tractors and automobiles. See Claude Robinson or call 127-J.

-to' us—all, and

BE IT RESOLVED,

ed co-worker be given publicity in the com-

Plaid lined.

6.95

Girls Sweaters and Skirts, Federated Store.

recognition and expression of our abiding appreciation of the life and work of our depart-

Genuine "Gravere" Cloth.

For Sale - 1,750-8-ply tire, 2,
600x18 tires and 2, 450x19 tires.
Also pre-war truck tubes. R.
B. Williams, Cornick Oil Colt

By the Caldwell County Farm Bureau that this

bereaved family, together with our sympathy
in his loss.
Signed: W. G. Shoulders, President

GUARANTEED
"LONG RUN" GREASES
Axle Grease
..
other lubricants and other
greases at similiar low pricti,

Western Auto

Just received Ladies' Large Size
Dresses from New York today. Federated Store.

munity press, and that a copy be sent to the

Associate Store

NOTICE TO MY CREDITORS:Take my home. Take my furniture. But please don't take my
malty - rich, sweet-as-a-nut
Grape-Nuts! Without that concentrated nourishment I'll nev-

Princeton,

Home Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
HJAWATHA COLEMAN. Mgr.
Phone 212

Kentedg

Caldwell County Farm Bureau.

R. Newsome; his father, W. T.
Mitchell, Sr., Paducah; three
brothers, First Lieut. William T.
L
OGDEN MEMORIA
Mitchell, Sgt. John T. Mitchell,
METHODIST
Canadian Army; Ventrice MitchJ. Lester McGee, Minister
ell and a sister, Mrs. Julian
Sunday School )1:45 A. M.
Horton, Louisville.
Worship 11 A. M., Sermon,
Funeral services were held at
"The Message, Motive and Meth- Arvada Community church, Coloods of Evangelism."
rado, and burial was in Arvada
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 P. M.
cemetery.
Worship 7:30 P. M., Sermon,
"One Thing I Know . . . One
Mrs. Mary E. Dunning
Thing I Do .
Funeral services for Mary ElService,
Prayer
Mid-week
zie Dunning, 65, who died in a
Wednesday 7:30 P. M.
Hopkinsville hospital Monday
were held at Pleasant Grove
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Church, Hopkinsville Road, WedChas. P. Brooks, Pastor
Service, nesday afternoon. Death was due
Worship
Morning
to bronchial pneumonia. Burial
10:55.
Christian Youth Fellowship was in Newsom's Cemetery.

At The Churches

TO KEEP
PRICES DOWN

FOR THE SAKE OF AMERICA'S FUTURE

Heinz Distilled White Vinegar
Aged in wood. Good for all purpose.s Extra fine for pickling.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School at 9:45
Morning Worship at 10:45
Sermon by Rev. A. D. Smith
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Mrs. Carrie Morgan Hodges,
in charge.

Deaths-Funerals
D. Wilson
D. Wilson, farmer of the Dulaney community, died at his
home Monday night, following
an illness of several months.
Funeral services will be held Friday at Liberty Church, Lyon
county, and burial will be in
the church cemetery.
Vance Mitchell
Vance Mitchell, former Princeton resident, died in Colorado
General Hospital September 12.
Mr. Mitchell moved to Colorado
in 1935, and at the time of his
death, lived in Wheatridge.
Survivors are his widow, Mn.
Marie Mitchell; a son, Vance,Jr.,
two step-sons, Dan and Beecher

J. S. Hillyard
Word was received here Monday by his sister, Mrs. J. W. McGough, Maple street, of the sudden death of J. S. Hillyard, 81,
at his home in Falls City, Neb.
Burial was in Falls City, Wednesday.
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One gallon glass jar complete
OSSAGE BRAND, YELLOW

CHOCOLATE PLANTATION
TEA COOKIES, bulk

lb.

29(

2 can Lli
1
FREESTONE PEACHES,2/

FLORIDA SEALDSWEET
ORANGE JUICE, lg. 46 oz. can 45(

2
1
½BREAKFSTOC, pound pkg.
COCOA,/

7 OUNCE PACKAGE

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

GRAPE NUT FLAKES

PREM, 12 oz. can
WEBSTER'S
TOMATO JUICE, no. 2 can

RUN-DOWN—AFRAID
HE WOULD LOSE JOB

READY TO EAT

felt all fagged out, just
dragged around, worried continuously about my bowels. Couldn't
get any REAL action. My atomach
felt like it carried TEN meals instead of one. Usually felt blown
up with gas until I was hardly lit
to hold my job. Tried nearly
everything. Nothing seemed to
work just right. Then I got a
bottle of PRU-LAX. 1t simple
action amazed me, and my bowels
started to function, gas Pains are
gone, feel like a different person?
If you're constipated, don't wait,
get PRU-LAX right now. Caution:
Use this or any laxative only as
directed. MONEY RACK if not
delighted with results. Get PRU.(J)
LAX today.

NANCY LEE

bottle
SOUTHERN STYLE, 14 ounce

SPINACH, no. 2 can

Frazier's Tomato Catsup,

Shinola Shoe Polish, all colors
Paste or Liquid, bottle 8c 2 for

Budlong Old Country Style Whole
DILL PICKLES, quart jar

20

HEINZ CREAM OF

11(

MUFFETS, Whole Wheat, pkg.

NEW PACK

Farm For Sale
190 Acres; level, no waste land; about 25
A. timber; one spring, one well, one cistern, 3
ponds, 3 sets of buildings; orchard of about 80

dark ,tabuccQ., 1.A.

14

no. I can

TARA
PEACH PRESERVES 15 oz. jar

26(t

TOMATO SOUP

can

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Solid car load fine
CALIFORNIA ORANGES,
5 DOZEN SIZE

250 size

dozen

14'
31

JUMBO SIZE

HEAD LETTUCE,

each

CELERY,

stalk

CALIFORNIA BARTLFZT

CRISP AND RED

PEARS, pound

RADISHES,

CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS

le POUND VISONET BAG
size
YELLOW ONIONS, large

trees, now bearing.
-Includes. 36 A..xorn,...41,A.
burley; about 12 tons Nay, 14 head cattle, 2

9(

HILLCREST TOMATOES

WALKERS DRUG STORE

sows and 12 pigs, 2 head of work stock; some

Princeton Lumber Company

have to
all over

at keep a job. I'll
borrow from you!
again.

lcecream, Pie Supper At
Cobb Friday Night

GRAPES,

pound

bunch

miscellaneous tools.
Ford Tractor outfit-breaking plow, cultivator,
disc, mower, hay baler, sweep rake, pond scraper, cut-off saw, harrow. Buyer may have possession in 10 days.
This farm is located one mile from Black Hawk
toward Lamasco.

DEWEY POOL
Princeton, Route 3

Fresh Baltimore Oyesters, Lima Beans, Cabbage, Seedless Raisens, etc.,
New fall pack canned vegetables and juices arriving daily.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

RED FRONT
CASH ag CARRY STORES

